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NAAC WRITE-UP 

2.6.1. Teachers and students are aware of the stated Programme and course outcomes of the 
Programmes offered by the institution. 

Describe Course Outcomes (COs) for all courses and mechanism of communication 
Techno India NJR Institute of Technology (affiliated to Rajasthan Technical University Kota) adheres to 
delivery of syllabi and beyond the syllabi in a structured manner. Each course has been designed so that it 
justifies properly the essence of having Programme Outcome (PO) and Course Outcome (CO). The courses are 
being allocated to the faculty members as per expertise and option. Time Table coordinators prepare class 
routines. Each subject has a proper course outline along with program outcome and course outcome. Each 
faculty maintains a hard/soft copy of the course file that includes the course plan, assignments, papers, and 
useful reference material for teaching the course. It is one of the rare institutes which focuses on hands-on 
industry ready courses that are being taught apart from RTU syllabus and time table has been framed 
accordingly. The students have also undergone many online free courses offered by Coursera, NPTEL and also 
the faculties are equally upgrading their knowledge by virtue of this exercise. 

The internal academic committ~e arranges for a meeting which discusses methodologies for Programme 
specific outcomes (PSOs). Every department of the college designs their respective programme specific 
outcomes (PSOs) and teachers/students are notified of these outcomes. These are also clearly notified in each 
laboratory. Before commencing the new semester, every teacher devises a -detailed teaching plan. Respective 
subject faculties incorporate these outcqmes in their Sl!bject/course file and the same is also uploaded in their 
Moodie account. Students, are explained about the course outcome (CO) of each subject at the beginning of the 
semester enlightening ~~µ,i ~~9ut -~e ~~bject and its p~~?Hal 3$pects. Facul~es keep conveying the course 
outcomes (COs) during, tl).e progression of the semester through an· interactive session. After completion of a 
certain course, students are 'made aware of how certain course outcomes are fulfilling respective PSO and PO. 
Certain course outcomes are achieved ? Jue-added courses. 
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